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Abstract 
This is the source code of RFMS, a high performance robot control system designed and implemented in 
GRASP laboratory. It is intended to serve as a reference to "Software Reference Manual", prepared by 
Hong Zhang, the Department of Computer and Information Science, the University of Pennsylvania. 
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RFMS SOURCE CODE 
Hong Zhang 
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December, 1987 
This is the source code of RFMS, a high performance robot control system 
designed and implemented in GRASP laboratory. It is intended to serve as a reference 
to "Software Reference Manual", prepared by Hong Zhang, the Department of Com- 
puter and Information Science, the University of Pennsylvania. 
The source programs are listed one directory at a time and, within each directory, 
files are listed alphabetically. The order in which the directories appear is as follows: 
Makefile 
/usr/hz/robo/h 
c0rnrn.h c0ndef.h datdef.h fundef.h msgs.h rt.h 
/usr/hz/robo/super 
Makefile bkgd.c drive.c expr.c main.c print.c pstn.c rtisr.c setp.c 
/usr/hz/robo/j 1 
Makefile  adjust.^ jnt1.c jrtc.c jsetp.b jsetp.c 
/usr/hz/robo/j2 
Makefile jnt2.c 
/usr/hz/robo/j3 
Makefile jnt3.c 
/usr/hz/robo/j4 
Makefile jnt4.c 
/usr/hz/robo/j5 
Makefile jnt5.c 
/usr/hz/robo/j6 
Makefile jnt6.c jsetp.c 
/usr/hz/robo/math 
Makefile mathn.c 
/usr/hz/robo/sys 
Makefile ad-n.a86 dot.a86 handler.a86 inpintf1oat.c int.c io.a86 mvs.a86 rw.a86 
sbx.c stop.a86 timer.a86 timer1 .a86 trsfmul.a86 
/usr/hz/robo/l86 
Makefile dld.c d1d.h dld-1lc.h globa1.h handler.a86 1lc.c 1lc.h main.c reint.a86 
uap-extern.h 
/usr/hz/robo/vax 
Makefile c0mm.c main.c mess.c m0t.c m0ve.c myapp1.c myapp2.c myapp3.c 
pst.c trans.c 
Functionalities of and relationships between among programs are explained in the 
"RFMS Software Reference Manual". Issues related to hardware are dealt with in 
"RFMS Hardware Reference Manual", being prepared by Fil Fuma, Department of 
Computer and Information Science, the University of Pennsylvania. 














































































































